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ABSTRACT: 

Corporate governance refers to the accountability of the Board of Directors to all stakeholders of the corporation i.e. 

shareholders, employees, suppliers, customers and society in general; towards giving the corporation a fair, efficient and 

transparent administration. The need for corporate governance has arisen because of the increasing concern about the non-

compliance of standards of financial reporting and accountability by boards of directors and management of corporate 

inflicting heavy losses on investors. Most listed companies and large corporate groups in India were born as family-

owned businesses, with family members occupying managerial positions and making all the key business decisions. This 

also meant very little distinction between the company‟s finances and that of the family owners. With the evolution of the 

equity markets though, many of these family-owned businesses listed themselves on the exchanges. Today, India‟s 

corporate governance framework requires listed companies to have independent directors manning one-third of their 

Board, disclose all related party deals, disclose comparative metrics on managerial pay, appoint audit and nomination 

committees, and require the CEO and CFO to sign off on the governance norms being met in the financial statements. 

Minority shareholders with 10 per cent voting rights also have the right to drag companies to Court for „oppression and 

mismanagement‟. By this paper, the authors intend to examine the concept of corporate governance in India with regard 

to the provisions of corporate governance under companies act, 2013. The paper will highlight the importance and need of 

corporate governance in India and Loopholes in the auditing process in the wake of the aftermath of the Satyam Fiasco. 

We will also discuss Implications of the satyam scam on Corporate Governance in India with important case laws. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Commercial Commercial supremacy defined as "the place of situation that figures the ex-job haggle over the 

quasi-rents produce by a solid.”
1
 

Commercial governance is anxious with position of ideology, morals, standards, principles, system policy, & 

events etc. Commercial supremacy found a classification whereby administrator are handed over with 

responsibility plus household tasks in family member to the course of the company‟s relationships. The term 

“supremacy” income manage i.e. scheming a corporation, an association etc. or a corporation & company 

supremacy is leading or scheming the company corpse i.e. principles, principles, values, ethics. For commercial 

supremacy to be high-quality the boss needs to convene its errands towards its proprietor (shareholders), 

creditors, workers, clientele, administration plus the civilization at big. Commercial supremacy assist in setting 

up a scheme where a manager is washed with responsibility plus errands of the relationships of the corporation. 

                                                           
1
 Luigi Zingales, 2008. "Corporate governance," The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, 2nd Edition. Abstract. 
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Commercial supremacy can be generally alienated into its applicability for scheduled plus unlisted 

corporation. Commercial supremacy is enclosed by inventory system plus corporation Act 2013 for scheduled 

business. Unlisted Corporation are preside over by necessities of corporation Act 2013 barely.  

Business supremacy can be generally alienated into the subsequent:  

a. Choice creation. 

b. Revelation 

c. Filings with authoritarian establishment. 

The business supremacy supplies are meet by the majority corporation (those who really matter) on document. 

What create the dissimilarity is the strength.  

II. CORPORATE SUPREMACY STRUCTURE IN INDIA 

The lawful plus narrow structure of business supremacy in India is pedestal on a mixture of philosophy like 

dominance of attention of the corporation plus its shareholders, fiduciary responsibility of executive, justice 

plus clearness. In India, answerability, clearness plus fairness of behavior for every stakeholders are 

documented as the key philosophy of commercial domination. Generally, the shareholders of a corporation, the 

floorboard of administrator (the board) plus the organization are acknowledged as the three component of 

commercial ascendancy. 

In pursuance of the universal values of business governance in India, the plank owes a fiduciary responsibility 

to the corporation and is predictable to do something in superior confidence plus work out sensible ability plus 

mind to endorse the most excellent well-being of the shareholders and other stakeholders. Further, companies 

are mandated to disclose accurate information on substance like presentation plus monetary place inside 

occasion by way of a variety of filings with the narrow establishment of India. It is pertinent to talk about that 

generally the appropriate company supremacy standard are nearly all severe in luggage of listed corporation but 

are moderately comfortable for community unlisted corporation plus are the majority tranquil for personal 

company. 

The commercial supremacy standard in India generally looked for to accomplish the subsequent objectives: 

 The plank is correctly prearranged, able of taking sovereign plus object choice. 

 The plank work is such so as to it uphold a well equilibrium flanked by managerial, non-executive plus 

self-governing director to uphold the company‟s most excellent interests plus think those of all the 

stakeholders. 
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 The plank take on see-through events plus do plus reach your purpose at choice on the basis of sufficient 

in a row. 

 The board has an effectual equipment to speak to the anxiety of stakeholders. 

 The plank keeps the shareholders knowledgeable of pertinent growth impacting the corporation. 

 The plank efficiently plus frequently check the presentation of the organization side. 

 The plank remains in efficient manage of the affairs of the corporation at all era. 

The Indian legal government is bottom mainly on ordinary rule main beliefs plus comprise of a variety of 

codified statute. Indian judges frequently pass on to the ordinary rule jurisprudence as a direct in interpret 

supplies of Indian decree plus in region where the Indian rule show to be quiet. 

The association for financial collaboration plus growth (OECD), which, in 1999, available its Principles of 

Corporate Governance gives a very complete explanation of communal domination, as under: 

"A put of associations flanked by a company's organization, its plank, its shareholders plus additional 

stakeholders. Corporate supremacy also give the arrangement throughout which the objectives of the 

corporation are put, plus the income of attain those objectives plus watch presentation are resolute. Good 

business supremacy should give good inducement for the plank plus organization to follow objectives that are 

in the well-being of the corporation plus shareholders, plus must make easy effectual check; thereby hopeful 

solid to use recourses additional professionally." 

Usually, business supremacy refers to do by which organization exist forbidden, heading for plus rule. The 

primary anxiety of business supremacy is to guarantee the circumstances whereby organization‟s directors plus 

manager‟s act in the notice of the group plus its stakeholders plus to make sure the resources by which boss are 

detained answerable to resources supplier for the utilize of resources. To accomplish the objectives of 

guaranteeing blond communal domination, the administration of India has place in set a constitutional structure. 

III. STRATEGIC ORGANIZATION OF BUSINESS SUPREMACY IS ABSURD WITH NO STAKEHOLDERS  

One of the core rudiments of planned organization of business supremacy is the contribution of stakeholders in 

the organization procedure. Since stakeholders are middle to planned organization of business supremacy; 

pleasing both interior plus outside stakeholders is the main purpose of planned running of business supremacy.  

Having said this, it have to be unspoken that as of currently, there are no narrow supplies from narrow 

establishment on convey about planned administration of commercial ascendancy. It is a position of self-

prescribed, self-directed process. 
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Internal stakeholders: These are the citizens who are straight occupied in this progression, consisting of the 

verdict manufacturer in the society, as well as individuals implicated in creation of the company‟s invention or 

armed forces. So, calculated executive of shared authority has to take into kindness the cause that keep them 

joyful plus annoyed. It is barely after these interior stakeholders are in high-quality cerebral form that they 

create improved crop or armed forces, which in twist leads to better productivity. 

Outside stakeholders: Outside stakeholders consist of all individuals who are concerned in the organization‟s 

proceeds, from exterior. These might be clientele, depositor, creditors plus others. Keeping them content is at 

the center of an organization‟s commerce, because no benefit substance as much as a content client. 

Boardroom answerability: The board height of an association have to be detained accountable plus 

responsible for its group choice. One of the dangerous feature of planned organization of business supremacy is 

to manage the boardroom‟s whimse. The planned organization of business supremacy must guarantee that the 

pinnacle organization is not random and missing in answerability when it approach to treatment money plus 

additional significant substance of the association. 

Working business communal liability: Good planned organization of business supremacy must as well take 

into deliberation the vital catchphrase of today‟s company supremacy, namely commercial common blame. 

This occupy being occupied in the public job, organism submissive with policy linking to the atmosphere, plus 

so on. Thus, planned organization of business supremacy is a total set of self-synchronized decree that an 

institute has to execute if it has to demonstrate itself as organism accountable to civilization in a better 

intelligence plus seem further than now proceeds. 

The Indian constitutional structure have, by plus big, been in consonance with the global best live out of 

business supremacy. Broadly language, the business supremacy device for companies in India is itemize in the 

next performance system rule catalog accord: 

1. The Companies Act, 2013 inter alia hold supplies connecting to plank establishment, plank gathering, plank 

procedure, self-governing manager, universal gathering, review group, connected gathering dealings, revelation 

supplies in monetary report, etc. 

2. Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Guidelines: SEBI is a narrow ability having power above 

scheduled friendship plus which topic system, system plus strategy to companionship to make sure safety of 

backer. 

3. Standard roll conformity of reserve connections: For group whose split are scheduled on the store 

connections. 
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4. Accounting principles subject by the organization of contract Accountants of India (ICAI): ICAI is an 

independent corpse, which subject secretarial principles given that strategy for revelation of monetary in rank. 

Section 129 of the New corporation operate inter alia give that the monetary declaration shall give a factual 

plus pale sight of the condition of relationships of the corporation or business, comply with the secretarial 

principles inform under Sec.133 of the New Companies Act. It is additional give that items restricted in such 

monetary declaration shall be in agreement with the secretarial principles. 

5. Secretarial Standards subject by the organization of corporation Secretaries of India (ICSI): ICSI is an 

independent corpse, which subject clerical principles in conditions of the supplies of the New Corporation Act. 

So far, the ICSI has subject clerical normal on "gathering of the plank of manager" (SS-1) plus clerical 

principles on "universal gathering" (SS-2). These clerical principles have approach into strength i.e. July 1, 

2015. Section 118(10) of the novel corporation Act provide that each companionship (other than one person 

company) shall view clerical Standards specified as such by the ICSI with deference to universal plus plank 

conference. 

IV. CASE LAWS 

 CADBURY group happening business supremacy – 1992: The fixed objectives of the Cadbury group 

was “To assist lift the principles of business supremacy plus the height of poise in monetary treatment plus 

review by location out obviously what it sees as the own errands of persons concerned plus what it consider his 

usual of them.” The group examine the answerability of the plank of manager to shareholders plus to 

civilization. It surrender its account plus linked “Code of top exercise” in 1992 in which it curse out the process 

of supremacy necessary to attain a equilibrium flanked by the necessary control of the panel of executive plus 

their appropriate answerability. Its suggestion be not compulsory. The Cadbury symbols of greatest rehearsal 

had 19 proposal. The counsel are in the nature of strategy recitation to the floorboard of executive, non-

executive directors, supervisory administrator plus persons on treatment plus manage. The pressure in the 

Cadbury group account is on the vital position of the plank plus the require for it to watch the Code of Best 

Practices. It is significant advice comprise the location up of a review group with sovereign associate. 

 Kumar Mangalam Birla group account plus section 49: The moment main business supremacy plan 

in the state was assume by SEBI. In early 1999, it set up a group under Kumar Mangalam Birla to endorse plus 

lift the principles of superior business supremacy. In early 2000, the SEBI board had conventional plus ratify 

key recommendation of this group, and these be included into Clause 49 of the list Agreement of the store 

connections. This account sharp out that the subject of business supremacy engage as well shareholders, all 

preceding stakeholders. The committee‟s advice have seem at business supremacy from the direct of sight of 

the stakeholders plus in exacting that of shareholders plus saver. The group account set up a deposit of advice. 
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These advice are usual to be compulsory on scheduled corporation for initials revelation. This enables 

shareholders to know, where the companies are in which they have involved. The collection recognized that 

India contain in put an essential scheme of business supremacy plus so as to SEBI has previously engaged a 

figure of plan in the direction of lift the alive principles. 

 Naresh Chandra Committee Report: The Naresh Chandra group was chosen in August 2002 by the 

section of corporation relationships (DCA) beneath the office of money plus business relationships to inspect a 

range of company supremacy matter. The group surrender its account in December 2002. It complete proposal 

in two input feature of business supremacy: monetary plus non-financial revelation: plus self-governing review 

plus plank mistake of organization. The group yielded its account on a variety of feature about business 

supremacy such as position, payment, plus tuition etc. of self-governing manager, review group, the assessor 

plus after that association with the corporation plus how their position can be keeping pace as enhanced. The 

group grudgingly consider that “a high-quality secretarial scheme is a physically powerful sign of the 

organization promise to supremacy. High-class secretarial income that it have to make sure best revelation plus 

clearness, should be dependable plus believable plus have to have comparability. According to the group, the 

constitutional assessor in a corporation is the “show the way performer” in revelation face plus this has be 

sufficiently recognized sections 209 to 223 of the business act. 

 Narayana Murthy commission details on group Governance: The fourth project on community 

authority in India is in the structure of the commendation of the Narayana Murthy commission. The 

commission was set upbeat by SEBI, underneath the chairmanship of Mr N. R. Narayana Murthy, to reassess 

Clause 49, plus propose way to get better business supremacy principles. Some of the main advice of the group 

above all connected to review group, check information, self-governing manager, connected social meeting 

dealings, danger organization, directorships plus manager recompense, cipher of behaviour plus monetary 

revelation. 

 DIAGEO AND UNITED SPIRITS: MASSIVE $2.1 BILLION M&A Deal: Diageo PLC, the 

flagship of the world‟s main feelings collection, buy a bulk bet in United Spirits Ltd, controlled by Vijay 

Mallya, for $2.1 billion. Diageo, which primary attempt to pay money for United Spirits in 2008, will buy 53.4 

percent of India‟s main feelings corporation in a two-part contract. This was the main inbound Indian M&A 

contract since British oil solid Cairn Energy PLC sell a bulk stake in its Indian commerce to Vedanta 

Resources PLC. Diageo said that India would be their next large marketplace following USA plus might turn 

out to be the major in the prospect. 

 EMKAY GLOBAL’S BAD ORDERS TRIGGER BRIEF HALT ON NSE: A succession of 

officially wrong orders located by Emkay Global monetary military send the NSE‟s index Nifty falling, elevate 
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somber distress about the immovability of operate systems past a string of inclusive advertise glitches. Trading 

on the public reserve barter (NSE) was in brief arrest after the 59 trade‟s attraction further than $125 million be 

positioned, prompt an impulsive jump down of more than 900 spot on the effective index. The instructions, for 

an institutional buyer, were sent from a solitary seller fatal at Emkay Global. Emkay‟s actions noticeable the 

event in a glitch-filled day for India‟s split marketplace, plus lift the phantom of an unexpected fall down like 

the partition road flash-crash of May 2010. 

 KINGFISHER AIRLINES misplace certify in the direction of soar: The monetarily anxious 

Kingfisher Airlines lost its airborne authorize following a limit to renovate its balanced certify end. The 

Directorate universal of social Aviation (DGCA) has balanced Kingfisher Airlines license to fly plow additional 

orders’ pursuant to Clause 15 (2) of Schedule XI of the Aircraft Rules, 1937, after the airline unsuccessful to 

transport a practical monetary as well as managerial restoration table. The in debt transporter was beached since 

October 2012 after repetitive sock by employees over honorary income. Kingfisher owes different free sector 

banks $1.4bn (£870m) in amount overdue plus has been nervously trying to lift funds after lenders say no to 

provide new loans. The airline at the present owes cash to employees, airfield, tax establishment plus its lenders 

plus might have to be settle. 

 AXIS BANK associates by TATA AIG universal cover: Axis Bank joined by Tata AIG universal 

indemnity to turn out to be its negotiator for hand out cover food stuffs to Axis Bank patrons. Under 

the corporation, Tata AIG resolve propose an assortment of broad cover resolution to Axis Bank clients during 

the Bank‟s general allotment complex athwart India. The Axis Bank-Tata AIG synergy will propose harvest for 

an assortment of indemnity requests such as speed, strength, pass through, quarters for put on the market 

consumers plus aquatic, problem, chattels etc. for group regulars. Banking companionship are not acceptable to 

appoint in submission indemnity armed forces – though store with their broad system of twigs generate a sole 

chance to deal out monetary crop. The tie up flanked by Axis Bank and Tata AIG is very important in this glow. 

 1,800 CRORE clean rotten ADANI ENTERPRISE LTD store following ONLINE RUMOUR: 

This appalling occasion go on to demonstrate the power of online relaxed average such as blogs in addition to 

its real life crash. Stock cost of a lot of corporation under the Adani Group take a fall after a blogger position 

wrong report concerning Gautama Adani‟s arrest in link with a taken into custody of a following head. The 

blog, run by a Vadodara based blogger mentioned “Believe it or not: Our Ahmadabad Bookie says: Mr. 

GAUTAM ADANI is been arrested? What will happen to ADANI STOCKS? Something related to Kidnapping of 

Congress Leader…We are Hearing (Rumors or Facts??) Let’s see…” The stock dipped 8.4% and closed at 

Rs195. 
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 HERO MOTORS FINALLY DROPS HONDA: Hero Moto Corp crash Honda‟s emblem from all its 

replica at the finish of September 2012. The 26 day old combined business enterprise was broken in 2010 from 

side to side a division accord under which Hero Group bought out Honda‟s stake in the JV. Hero Moto Corp 

continues to pay royalty to Honda for its skill in spite of the division. It is supposed that the novel corporation 

has now more potential for expansion as old restrictions such as no-export policy and bar on new skill growth 

under the JV accord is at the present lifted. After tear as of Honda plus unveiling its novel individuality, Hero 

Moto Corp has lastly fall the Honda blot from all its crop in 2012. 

 SAHARA notify TO refund $3 BILLION TO petite sponsor: Unlisted company Sahara, one of 

India‟s leading big business grouping was structured by the utmost Court of India after a lengthened legal battle 

with investment sell control device SEBI to reimburse 174 billion rupees raised by “dubious” capital from 22 

million petite sponsor. From 2008-11, they received 174 billion rupees through what is known as an optionally 

fully convertible debentures. The Sahara was also asked to pay 15 percent attention to the investors of the 

finance which has be unlawfully lifted from the community with no resorting to good lawful process. The 

Supreme Court, whose arrange re-affirmed an earlier decision that the fundraising did not get together the 

system, prearranged two unlisted Sahara group solid to repayment cash they had lift with the attention within 

three months. The ruling stopped up a great deal browbeaten dodge of the business fundraising rule in India and 

underline a rising boldness by India‟s judiciary plus watchdog as commerce and financial markets get bigger at 

a quick speed in Asia‟s third-largest financial system. 

V. WEAKNESSES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

1. No good arrangement 

It is true that the „business governance‟ has no sole structure or plan plus is mainly careful vague. There is 

motionless want for of consciousness concerning its a variety of subject, like, excellence plus incidence of 

monetary matrimonial professional revelation, fulfilment with the cipher of best rehearsal, role plus everyday 

jobs of Board of Directories, shareholders rights, etc. There have been many instances of failure and scams in 

the company segment like complicity stuck between concern plus their secretarial resolved, presence of 

scrawny or useless inside inspection, lack of compulsory dexterity by director, lack of suitable exposé, non-

compliance with principles, etc. As an outcome, both supervision plus assessor have come up to underneath 

superior analysis. 

But, with the addition of Indian financial system with worldwide marketplace, manufacturer plus business in 

the state are being more and more ask to take on better and see-through business rehearsal. The amount to 

which business watch essential main beliefs of good quality business supremacy is a gradually more significant 
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issue for captivating input asset choice. If corporation are to reap the full reimbursement of the worldwide 

assets marketplace, capture competence gains, advantage by financial system of extent plus draw extended 

word assets, adoption of business supremacy principles must be believable, reliable, logical plus inspirational. 

Individual shareholders, who usually do not exercise governance rights, are highly concerned about getting fair 

treatment from controlling shareholders and management. Creditors, especially banks, play a key role in 

governance systems, and serve as external monitors over corporate performance. Employees plus previous 

stakeholders also engage in recreation a significant role in causal to the extended word achievement plus 

presentation of the business. Thus, it is essential to be relevant supremacy rehearsal in an accurate way for 

improved enlargement of a corporation. There are two kind of device that decide the disagreement in the middle 

of dissimilar business claim-holders, particularly, the disagreement between proprietor plus boss, plus those 

flanked by controlling shareholders plus alternative shareholders.  

2. No administration hold up 

Strong supremacy principles centre on justice, clearness, answerability plus liability are fundamental not only 

for the well plus animated commercial segment augmentation, as well as comprehensive increase of the market. 

Recent communal humiliation have led to municipal stress to reform industry training plus amplify parameter. 

The municipal quarrel over the topical outrage has finished it lucid that the eminence quo is no longer adequate: 

the free is challenging responsibility along with accountability in communal deeds. It is generally whispered 

that it will get additional than now management by the communal division to reinstate community poise in our 

assets souk plus guarantee their incomplete energy. It will also take effectual administration act, in the shape of 

rehabilitated narrow system, better review, plus pace up rule enforcement. These reply create obvious that the 

supremacy of corporation has turn into a middle item on the community rule programme. The new disgrace 

themselves show that negligent narrow organization, principles, plus enforcement can have enormous 

insinuation for the financial system plus for the community. Of course, administration reply to disgrace have to 

be healthy careful plus effectual. 

3. Insider Trading 

Business insiders like administrator, executive plus workers by the good quality of their spot have entrée to 

classify in a row about the business plus might misappropriate that in rank to collect proceeds. In most 

countries, traffic by communal insiders such as executive, input workforce, principal, plus bulky shareholders 

might be official, if this traffic is prepared in an approach that does not take benefit of non-public in order. 

However, the word is often old to demote to a rehearsal in which an insider or a connected social gathering deal 

bottom on fabric non-public in rank obtained throughout the presentation of the insider‟s responsibility at the 

business, otherwise in breach of a fiduciary or other relationship of trust and confidence or where the non-
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public information was misappropriated from the company. Such corporate insiders use these information in 

such a way to reap profits otherwise keep away from losses on the store marketplace, to the detriment of the 

basis of the in turn and to the characteristic investors who purchase otherwise sell their stock without the 

advantage of “inside” information The term insider trading is commonly used in the unenthusiastic intelligence 

as it is perceived that the people having right of entry to the cost responsive plus unpublished in rank used the 

same for their individual increase. However insider deal per se does not denote any unlawful behaviour. It 

include both lawful as healthy as against the law behaviour. The lawful account is at what occasion commerce 

insider‟s bureaucrat, boss, plus workers purchase plus retail stock in their own companies. In order to legalize 

their transactions, the directors and employees of the company should inform about their dealing with the 

securities to the SEBI. Insider trading is defined as-“The use of textile non-public in rank in operate the shares 

of the company by a communal insider or any other person who owes a fiduciary duty to the company”. S E B I 

is the supervisory body of all the stock family in India. It has been obligated to guard the concentration of the 

sponsor in the securities advertise plus to legalize the stash marketplace during such previous system as it think 

fit. It is due to the extremely information that the investors invest on the shares life form tentative, but when the 

prices of the split could be predicted well previous to in give then they may take a decision accordingly. Hence, 

pre-determined price may result in undesired penalty as people might buy enormous quantity of shares whose 

worth might be grateful for. 

Section 17 Securities Exchange Act, 1933 restricted ban to deal with the deception in the auction of the 

securities in the mainly severe mode likely. The Act speak to insider trading directly through Section 16(b) and 

indirectly through Section 10(b). Section 16(b) of the Securities Exchange Act, 1934 prohibits the purchase 

plus auction of the shares within six month period involving the directors, officers, stock holders owning more 

than 10% of the split of the company. The rationale behind the amalgamation of this provision is that it is only 

the substantial shareholders and the persons concerned with the choice plus organization of the business who be 

able to include admission to the worth susceptible in sequence plus therefore there should be bar upon them to 

perform in securities. 

In the case of Samir.C.Arora vs. SEBI
2
 Mr Arora was proscribed by the S E B I in its order not to buy, sell or 

deal in securities, in any behaviour, openly or in some way, for a period of five years. Also, if Mr Arora desired 

to sell the securities held by him, he required a prior permission of SEBI. Mr Arora contested this order of SEBI 

in the Securities Appellate Tribunal. SAT set aside the order of SEBI on grounds of insufficient proof to prove 

accuse of insider deal plus expert bad behaviour against Mr Arora. 

                                                           
2(2002) 38 SCL 422. 
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This case testifies the fact that the SEBI lacks the methodical analytical device and a watchful move towards 

due to which the culprits are able to escape from the control of rule. In mainly of the cases, SEBI failed to 

adduce proof plus confirm its posture previous to the court. Unlike the equilibrium of likelihood that is required 

in show a social liability, a case connecting illegal liability requires the assertion to be show further than 

sensible qualms. Therefore there have to be thread naked examination and all the dodge if any have to be 

correctly plugged in. 

4. Basis of Indian Model 

The dilemma in the Indian shared area is that of penalizing the overriding shareholder plus defensive the 

alternative shareholders. Clearly, the predicament of shared power maltreatment by the prevailing shareholder 

can be unravel only by forces slight the troupe itself. In an background in which possession plus executive have 

turn out to be extensively split, the holder are not capable to use effectual manage over the organization or the 

Board. 

The middle difficulty in Indian business supremacy is not a disagreement flanked by organization plus 

proprietor as in the US and the UK, but a disagreement flanked by the leading shareholders plus the alternative 

shareholders. The difficulty of the leading saver happen in three big group of Indian companies. First are the 

community division unit (PSUs) where the government is the dominant (in fact, majority) shareholder and the 

general public holds a minority stake. Second are the international corporation (MNCs) where the overseas 

parent is the dominant (in most cases, majority) shareholder. Third are the Indian trade groups where the 

promoters (together with their friends and relatives) are the dominant shareholders with large minority stakes, 

government owned monetary institutions hold a comparable stake, and the balance is held by the general public. 

It is important to bear in mind so as to the family constituent between the concern and its shareholders plus the 

family member among the shareholders inter-se is principally contractual in scenery. 

The memo and article of organization of the business comprise the core of this agreement plus the company law 

give the framework within which the agreement function. The spirit of this contractual relationship is that each 

shareholder is entitled to a share in the profits plus assets of the company in proportion to his shareholding. 

Flowing from this is the piece of information that the Board plus the association of the corporation have a 

fiduciary blame in the direction of every plus every shareholder plus not just in the direction of the mainstream 

otherwise leading shareholder. Shareholder democratic system is not the spirit of the business shape of 

commerce at all. Shares are first plus leading possession rights – rights to income plus possessions. In other 

cases, shares to take a number of minor human rights counting the manage human rights – rights to employ the 

Board plus endorse certain major choice. The term shareholder democratic system centre on the minor plus 

fewer significant part of saver human rights. Corporate supremacy have to be worried additional concerning 
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possession civil rights. If a shareholder‟s possession rights contain be compressed winning, it is no reply to 

speak that his control rights have exist completely appreciated. 

VI. THE SATYAM SCAM 

The crash of business domination plus of confusing accounts is a malfunction of together the supervision plus 

of the assessor. The advocate firm to increase the proceeds plus turnover data of Satyam. In the event, the 

troupe has a giant hole in its steadiness sheet, consisting of non-existent belongings furthermore cash raw 

materials that enclose been verification plus problem that are spoken. 

This incident has guide to discuss in India, concerning a number of insufficiency in the business supremacy 

norms. Questions have been lift concerning the presentation/ efficiency of plank of manager, roles of assessor, 

the crash of system, revelation, etc. 

It is one such huge chance to reconsider a number of the alive structure on business governance, scheme for 

enhanced enforcements of regulations; effective roles and duties of directors, executives, regulators; ethics in 

trade plus empowerment of alternative shareholders. 

One must, however, understand that no matter how strong a regulatory system is, it cannot always prevent 

frauds. Despite the enormous increase of disclosures and stringent risk management systems scams do take 

place. Moreover, strong measures often lead to expensive regulations and defiance. There are limits to 

legislations as a lot depends on the integrity and ethical values of various corporate players such as directors, 

promoters, executives and shareholders. The key lies in management decisions and its commitment to establish 

and follow rigorous governance systems. The implementation must be in the letter and spirit, and one should 

recognize the responsibility of the company towards its stakeholders. In particular, non-executive directors are 

supposed to give an independent assessment of the quality of management. But time and time again, failures of 

corporate governance suggest that they do not. The infractions of law have arisen despite independent directors 

which were stopped by external forces. There are several reasons pointing to these anomalies:- 

First, it is difficult to appoint truly independent directors. This is particularly hard to achieve in countries such 

as India where family ownership is widespread and there is a close-knit group of corporate leaders. It is difficult 

for non-executive directors to perform a scrutiny objective at the best of times. 

Next, the very idea of independent directors is to ensure commitment to values, ethical business conduct and 

about making a distinction between personal and corporate funds in the management of a company. Yet, most 

independent directors have become sidekicks for the management, eying their commission and fees, forgetting 

their very purpose of appointment. In contrast, the problem in the Indian corporate sector is disciplining the 

dominant shareholder and protecting the minority shareholders, vindicated in the recent Satyam case. After 
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successfully working over the decades separating ownership and management, owners, realized that they have 

lost control over the management or the board. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

A company that has good corporate governance has a much higher level of confidence amongst the 

shareholders associated with that company. Active and independent directors contribute towards a positive 

outlook of the company in the financial market, positively influencing share prices. Corporate Governance is 

one of the important criteria for foreign institutional investors to decide on which company to invest in. The 

corporate practices in India emphasize the functions of audit and finances that have legal, moral and ethical 

implications for the business and its impact on the shareholders. The Indian Companies Act of 2013 introduced 

innovative measures to appropriately balance legislative and regulatory reforms for the growth of the enterprise 

and to increase foreign investment, keeping in mind international practices. The rules and regulations are 

measures that increase the involvement of the shareholders in decision making and introduce transparency in 

corporate governance, which ultimately safeguards the interest of the society and shareholders. Corporate 

governance safeguards not only the management but the interests of the stakeholders as well and fosters the 

economic progress of India in the roaring economies of the world. 

These few things that rocked corporate India last years. 

 Reebok India Case 

 Vodafone wins $2.2 Billion Tax Bill Battle 

 Diageo‟s $2.1 billion deal for Mallya‟s United Spirits 

 Emkay Global‟s bad orders trigger brief halt on NSE 

 Kingfisher Airlines Loses License to fly 

 Axis Bank Partners with Tata General Insurance 

 INR 1,800 Crore wiped off Adani Enterprise Ltd stocks after rumor fuelled by blogger 

 Hero Motors finally drops Honda 

 Sahara told to repay small investors 

  REEBOK INDIA SUFFERS A MAJOR SCAM 

This is probably the biggest corporate scam after Satyam, at least of whatever has come to light. Reebok India, 

owned by Adidas AG, alleged a Rs.870 crore fraud by its former managing director (MD) Subhinder Singh 

Prem and former Chief Operating Officer (COO) Vishnu Bhagat, in a criminal complaint filed at the Gurgaon 
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police‟s Economic Offence Wing in May, 2012. In March 2013, Adidas, the parent company, announced a 153 

million Euros loss on account of the Reebok India episode. 

Indian boards continue to struggle with the implementation of many of the major changes to corporate 

governance practices required by the 2013 Companies Act, but reform is progressing. While the complete 

fallout from the recent Tata leadership imbroglio is not yet clear, it will almost certainly reverberate through the 

Indian corporate governance landscape for years to come. 

 Recent regulatory changes have increased the scope of responsibilities for the Nomination and 

Remuneration Committee, requiring boards to ensure that directors have the right set of skills to deliver on 

these new responsibilities. Increased emphasis on CEO succession planning and board evaluations have 

necessitated that Committee members become more fluent in these governance processes and methodologies, 

particularly as the requirement to report on them annually has increased the spotlight on the board‟s role in 

these processes. 

 The introduction in 2013 of a mandatory minimum of at least one female director for most listed 

companies has increased India‟s gender diversity at the board level to one of the highest rates in Asia, with 14% 

of all directorships currently held by women. However, concerns persist about the potential for “tokenism”, as a 

sizeable portion of the women appointed come from the controlling families of the company. 

 India has also attempted to integrate ESG and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues at the board 

level, having mandated that every board establish a CSR committee and that the company spend 2% of net 

profits on CSR activities. However, companies will need to ensure that their approach to CSR amounts to more 

than a box-ticking exercise if they want to attract the support of the growing cadre of ESG-focused investors. 

 Boards are increasingly expected to take a more active role in risk management, particularly cyber 

security risks. Boards should also ensure that their companies are adequately anticipating and responding to 

cyber security threats. 

 Changes to the 2013 Companies Act have considerably enhanced the duties and liabilities of directors, 

along with strict penalties for any breach of these duties and the potential for class action lawsuits against 

individual directors. While potentially helpful in increasing director accountability, these changes also 

significantly increase the personal risk that a director assumes when joining a board. 


